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Abstract
Bus bunching indicated the situation when two originally equally spaced bus services
running close to each other as the earlier service runs increasingly late or the later service runs
ahead. This phenomenon corresponds to bus services unreliability due to the extra passenger
boarding, improper dispatching or travelling irregularity resulting in traffic congestions, for
example. Bunched buses deteriorate passengers travel experience on public transport services
that share the infrastructure with other travel modes. This has become a growing concern
in big cities where traffic problems are common. It is challenging to improve the bus service
reliability as a variety of chaotic sources, such as traffic congestion or unpredictable travel
demand, can affect it. In order to understand the main influence factors of bus bunching
in Sydney, this thesis first investigates in detail the bus service operations in Sydney and
develops three passenger-oriented bus bunching mitigation approaches to improve the bus
service reliability.
The real picture of bus bunching in Sydney is scrutinised based on the Sydney bus system
automatic vehicle location (AVL) field data. By developing the bus bunching distributions
based on different criteria, such as stop location, the bus running direction, month, weekday,
time and route number, bus bunching is observed to have a higher possibility in occurring
during afternoon peak hours on weekdays in March and July. Additionally, buses with an
outbound direction are more likely to be bunched. The ten most heavily-used bus routes
with the highest number of bus bunching have also been identified using Sydney AVL data.
It is observed that the overlapping routes and shared stops result in more bunches due to
the interaction between buses. All the above findings have been used as the input for the
simulation modelling.
Second, we develop a discrete-event micro-simulation model of a bus service system with
overlapping routes. The model tracks the number of passenger waiting at each bus stop as
well as the amount of rider inside the vehicle of each running bus. The arrival of riders to stops
are modelled as a random process while origin and destination of riders are then stored. With
the input, as mentioned above, including the bus service schedule, bus stop locations, and the
arrival information of riders, we have modelled Sydney’s top 10 routes that have the highest
number of bunches, assuming that the bus running speed follows the lognormal distribution.
The lognormal distribution is determined by a historical bus running speed data fitting and
each link’s lognormal distribution parameter for running speed generating can be designated
by a MATLAB program based on historical field data for each link. The proposed model
offers waiting and in-vehicle time of each rider and can replicate the bus bunching situation
in Sydney.
To mitigate the number of bus bunching and reduce the unreliability of passengers travel
time, we propose three control approaches in this study: (i) bus running speed management
(ii) pre-planned limited-stop services (stop-skipping) and (iii) real-time boarding restrict
approach. The first two approaches are associated with the planning-level control while the
third is related to the operation-level bunching control.
Bus running speed management method aims at identifying the links with a large number
of bunching and equipping the links with the dedicated bus lane to increase the mean bus
running speed and to reduce the variability of the bus running speed. This leads to a reduced
likelihood of delays, and hence, mitigate the number of bus bunching. This control has
considered minimizing the influence of other traffic modes on speed by selecting the least
number of critical links in the network. Pre-planned limited-stop (stop-skipping) service
applies as an express service in order to reduce the bus total travel time. The limited-stop
pattern is rationalized by skipping the low-demand bus stops determined by historical data.
This reduces total dwell time and total travel time, and then, the number of bus bunching. As
a pre-planned control, passengers are assumed to be informed with all limited-stop services
information, thus, none of the passengers would board on the limited-stop service at the low
demand stops. Real-time boarding restrict control is a real-time control level method to reduce
bus total dwell time by controlling the number of boarding. This approach is triggered when
the headway between two buses is less than a pre-defined scheduled headway, in which the
delayed bus will subsequently restrict passenger boarding while allow alighting only. Without
passenger boarding, a decreasing number of in-vehicle passengers will alight at the following
stop, which reduces the bus total running time and corrects the bus trajectory.
Extensive numerical experiments have been carried out to analyse the control strategies
using the developed model. The analysis results indicate that all of the control approaches
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achieve a high performance in reducing the number of bunching; bus running speed
management and pre-planned stop-skipping methods also perform superior in reducing
passenger travelling time; while real-time boarding restrict control, as a remedy method,
have a better potential in steadying the passenger mean waiting time.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Background

With the development of modern society and the subsequent growth of urbanisation, the populations
of cities and the number of private vehicles have significantly increased. The occurrence and the extent
of traffic problems have similarly increased due to the growth of the travel demand. The past decades
have witnessed an extensive infrastructure expansion which aimed to match the increasing demands of
mobility. However, the result has been a rising number of private vehicles (Mahmud et al., 2012) that
has led to a deterioration of the performance of the transportation system.
Public transportation, such as bus service, has been re-emphasised to relieve the traffic pressure
and improve transit practices. Compared to private transportation modes, buses are economical and
environmental-friendly that have the potential to satisfy the required demand and address the growing
road traffic and congestion problem (Kii and Hanaoka, 2003). Buses can be found almost anywhere, even
in remote mountain areas due to its relative affordability; unlike the heavy or light rail transit, buses do
not need a designed track and dedicated route; compare to the metro, the bus, instead, does not even
require stations construction and well-measured underground tunnels.
Bus service suits for travelling in the city because of its irreplaceable fundamental features regarding
capacity, speed and range of service. However, the increasing demand requires bus service to equip
with a higher frequency, larger capacity and faster speed which usually comes along with a bus service
unreliability problem called bus bunching.

1.2

Bus Service Reliability and Bus Bunching

A snapshot of the crowded stations where a highly efficient travel service is needed hints that bus
service irregularity has become a common issue. There are numerous reasons such as weather, road
conditions, passenger demand, bus driver psychology and behaviour as well as the bus vehicle itself that
may impact the reliability of the bus service and lead to an unstable bus system. The negative outcome
of irregular buses mainly includes extra waiting time and in-vehicle time for passengers. This difficulty
in timing the trip due to the unreliable bus service also decreases the attractiveness of travelling by bus,
so people turn to travel by other modes such as private vehicles.
Since the earliest research about public transit reliability addressed by Newell Newell and Potts (1964),
the concept of bus transit service reliability detection has been introduced, and service satisfaction has
been emphasised. Bus service invariability can be defined as how punctual a bus service performs
compared to a designed timetable, e.g. how much extra travel time a passenger spent or how many
bunches a bus system have. People nowadays are more attracted by public transport which has a reliable
and regular servicing pattern like the metro or trains (Polus, 1978). What the passenger needs are
not only the satisfaction of the travel but also the efficient, comfortable, convenient and trustworthy
performance of the travel experience (Hollander and Liu, 2008). That is, bus unreliability is a crucial
obstacle on the way to improve the bus services.

1.2.1

Bus Bunching and Big Gap

Bus Bunching
Bus bunching is a phenomenon that occurs mostly because of the low reliability of bus services. This
reliability problem results from a variety of factors such as traffic congestion, improper demand forecast
6

or improper dispatching and so on. Basically, due to the delay of a bus, the headway between two or
more buses decreases, those buses will gather as a close group instead of running evenly on the road.
This phenomenon is named bus bunching, as shown in Figure 1.1 below.

Figure 1.1: Bus Bunching Description
From the passenger view, the waiting time is the time from the arrival of a passenger at the stop until
he/she boards on a bus, which depends on the bus headway (Bowman and Turnquist, 1981); in-vehicle
time refers to the time between boarding and alighting at the destination stop; passenger total travel time
is the sum of passenger waiting time and in-vehicle time, which is used to test the bus services reliability.
Bus running time is the process of running between two stops; during bus dwelling time at a stop, the
passenger can board or alight; bus total travel time is the sum of running time and dwelling time, which
shows the service efficiency.
In Figure 1.1 a road with five stops is serviced by few buses with an equal interval distance and
direction to left-side from right-side of the road. The first two sub-figures refer to the typical situation
that the bus serves this road evenly without any disturbance. The last four sub-figures describe the bus
bunching circumstance, with the magnification of delay as a result of a short delay happened between
stop number 3 and stop number 4. Specifically, in the lower part of Figure 1.1, at time b, there is a delay
occurs on the previous bus after stopping at the third stop when the next bus is running regularly. At
time c, the interval distance between the pink bus and its next one decrease significantly and because
of the delay of the previous bus, the waiting time and number of the passenger at stop number 4 and
5 increases. Meanwhile, the unexpected demand at the stop number 4 also extends the boarding time
(dwell time) which exactly leads to an even longer delay if no control strategy is implemented. Thus, the
delay is deteriorated until the bus bunching happened and the whole bus system tends to be abnormal
and unreliable.

7

Big Gap
The situation when buses gather together is named Bus Bunching, while, the distance between bunched
buses and the following bus is called Big Gap. The Big Gap distance is illustrated in Figure 1.1 above:
at Time d (as shown in the last sub-figure), the distance between two black buses is larger than the
scheduled interval distance. Big gap influences the service quality because the passenger has to wait for
a longer time to board on the next available bus if he/she misses the previously bunched buses. The
influence of the big gap increases the fluctuation in the passenger waiting time.

1.2.2

Attributes of Bus Unreliability

After the valuation of bus reliability suggested by (Newell and Potts, 1964), an increasing number
of studies concentrate on the attributes of bus service invariability and the reason for bus bunching.
Basically, there are three aspects of the potential factor that influence the bus operation: passengers,
service providers, and external aspects, such as weather and traffic conditions. However, the consideration
of the passenger and service provider parts can be combined and renamed as the internal factor because
those two elements are more related and direct to the bus system than exogenous attributes. Therefore,
we can divide the reasons for bus bunching into two parts: internal and external.
Internal Attributes
It is known that the interaction between passengers and bus service sets up the bus service system.
The bus service performance affects the passenger travel efficiency. Meanwhile, the attribute of passengers
influences the service quality level. On the side of passengers, the reliability of bus services should be
attributed mainly by:
• Characteristics of people
• Demand
• Passenger arrival patterns

Different people (with different characteristics, such as age, gender, travel purpose, destination,
number of peer and luggage) have various behaviour features. For instance, aged passengers may board
the bus at a slower speed compared to young commuters; male passengers prefer a fast movement;
the number of companion and large personal belongings influence the passenger walking speed and
boarding efficiency. Apparently, more passenger takes more time in boarding and alighting processes.
The number of in-vehicle passengers also reduce the bus dwelling time by making boarding and alighting
difficult. According to (Bowman and Turnquist, 1981), uniform passenger arrival patterns help improve
the boarding speed and avoid bus departure delay to some extent.
In terms of bus service, the reliability is more contributed by the correspondence of timetable in
dispatching and arriving. The bus timetable is the controller of the bus headway and also the reference of a
systematic, mature and institutional bus service (Quarmby, 1967). Aiming to improve the level of schedule
adherence, speed management by drivers plays an important role. Unsuccessful speed control leads to the
unstable bus running speed that impacts the bus travelling time and extends the headway between buses.
This longer headway results in a larger amount of accumulated passengers which will extend the dwelling
time and deteriorate the schedule non-adherence. In this case, the reliability measurement should be
summarised as the following parts:
• Consistency to the schedule
• Commercial speed control
• Driver behaviour

External Attributes
The concept of external influence attributes involves all other indirect aspects such as traffic condition
and weather, which can be simply divided into two dimensions: occasional factors and frequent factors.
Occasional factors refer to the influence factor that occurs irregularly, such as infrastructure damage,
traffic accidents or even rarely as the extreme weather. Although the consequence of the above occasional
8

events used to be serious, they can even impact the whole bus service system rather than the reliability, as
its name, they only happened infrequently. On the other hand, the frequent factor can be a bothersome
and ineradicable influence in the bus service reliability. Frequent factors, such as rush hour traffic
congestion, road maintenance and construction stick with our daily life for a long time and the negative
influence like delay and lessening in vehicle spacing also come along all the time. In brief, the external
attributes can be illustrated as below:
• Weather
• Road condition
• Time

1.2.3

Reason of Bus Bunching

According to Ceder (Ceder, 2007), the reason of bus bunching should be separated to three typical
scenarios: delay, improper dispatching and extra demand. As can be seen in the following figures, the
relationship between space and time can be described by trapezoid trajectory. The x-axis represents time
for each vehicle and y-axis means distance between different bus stops. While the slope refers to the bus
travel speed between two stops. In the figure, the dashed line indicates the scheduled trajectory while
the full line describes the actual trajectory. The bunching point is highlighted by a circle.
Travelling Irregularity
The irregularity of the travel speed impacts the system dependability. Lower speed can result to a
larger headway between previous bus while higher speed may reduce the gap and lead to a bus bunching
with the previous bus. From Figure 1.2 (Scenario a), the delay happening between stop 1 and stop 2 of
bus number 2. Hence, the headway between bus number 2 and 3 is decreased. Due to the delay arriving
at stop 2, there will be more passenger waiting who tend to board on bus number 2. Therefore, as for bus
number 3, there will be less passenger would like to boarding on this bus, the dwell time will be shorter.
As a result, the delay is increasingly magnified as buses stopping at each station.

Figure 1.2: Bus Bunching Scenario a: Travelling Speed Irregularity

9

Improper Dispatching
The irregularity of dispatching may happen at each stop which can lead to a low bus service reliability.
For the initial stop, an early departure could reduce the headway between the previous bus which can
likely lead to an earlier and earlier arriving time for each stop. In the case shown in Figure 1.3 (Scenario
b), the earlier departure of the bus number 3, disobeying the schedule, enables the trajectory to move
backwards (ahead of schedule) till bunching with the previous bus(bus number 2). This phenomenon
should be accounted for the inappropriate dispatching or operation of the bus.

Figure 1.3: Bus Bunching Scenario b: Travelling Speed Irregularity
Demand Irregularity
Extra passenger demand increases the dwell time at the stop which can result to a delay. However, the
unexpected small amount of passenger may lessen the dwell time and will possibly trigger to a decreasing
headway in the situation that there is no holding control be taken. With the Scenario c shown in Figure 1.4
in which some extra demand occurs at the stop 2, a longer dwell time is therefore necessitated. This
unexpected dwell time enables the bus number 2 delay so that the shorter headway occurs between bus
2 and 3.

1.2.4

Bus Bunching Control Strategy

Aiming to reduce the number of bus bunching, several bus-operational control strategies have been
suggested based on advanced transportation system and technologies. With the improvement of the
high-techs, the use of the Advanced Public Transit System (APTS) provides an all rounder system for
improving the transit planning and controlling. The APTS enables an easier and more accurate transit
data collection as well as a more efficient transportation service.
With the use of automatic vehicle location (AVL), automatic vehicle monitoring (AVM) or automatic
vehicle location and communication (AVLC), few of the most important application of APTS, the vehicle
control and surveillance can be satisfied based on the real-time GPS information gained with pre-designed
signposts. Also, the geographic information can be collected for real-time dispatching and operation based
on the above systems. Automatic Passenger Count (APC)system and automatic fare payment (AFP)
can provide the information about passenger demand and travelling pattern. Regarding the advanced
traveller information system (ATIS), an in-time and pre-trip real-time transit information system, can
help commuters time the trip and manage the schedule.
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Figure 1.4: Bus Bunching Scenario c: Travelling Speed Irregularity
Bus Service Planning and Optimisation
The majority of the advanced techniques can be used to optimise the bus service planning, control
and operation. Those reliable feedback data (from APTS) may become a detector of the real-time traffic
environment and bus running situation. According to the feedback of the sensors, the new or advanced
coverage of bus service could be found, and an improved bus route system (route length, increase or
reduce the route, stop design) can be provided which also offers the information for the bus dispatching
optimisation and transfer system improvement.
Bus Priority
Bus priority strategy tends to be a must-implement approach for the metropolis with the huge demand
for transit. The widely use of priority at intersection refers to providing the prior pass-right for the bus
with the automatic control of traffic lights, such as advance the green signal provision, extend the time
of green signal light or apply the turning permission for bus service and so on.
The design of the bus stops should base the principle of bus priority. The stops should be built at the
downstream of the intersection for minimising the interruption of the road transit; the prior departure
should be provided to a bus while other vehicles should give way to the bus operation; The prohibition of
parking around the bus stop enables to reduce the impact of bus inbound and outbound the bus stop. In
recent years, the bus transit lanes are utilised to offer bus a specialised and non-interrupted area. This
strategy virtually isolates the bus transit from other auto-mobile which enables a rapid and safe transit
service.
Bus Service Operation
Currently, some techniques aiming to mitigate the unreliability of the bus service are implemented
supported by APTS. As for operational strategy, it is one of the most timely methods based on the
timetable that can be applied whenever it is needed. If the bus running ahead of the schedule, bus driver
could hold the vehicle until the scheduled departure time and balance the headway between previous and
later bus; when the bus delay and below the schedule, stop-skipping or short-turn if there is no alighting
demand for particular bus stop may help catch up the timetable; speed and inside passenger number
control enable the bus to be operated in satisfactory performance and help mitigate bus bunching.
On the other hand, real-time or pre-trip information provided for passenger improve the certainty of
the passenger so that the passenger arrival pattern could be fairly similar to uniform and improve the
11

bus service reliability. Additionally, passengers can arrange and choose the optimal travel transit mode
with the correct pre-trip information instead of being limited by numbered options. According to the
description of liu (Minghui, 2012), the bus service operational strategy can be summarised as follow:
• Holding
• Stop-skipping
• Unloaded vehicle supplement
• Speed control
• Loaded ratio control(control the number of passenger inside the vehicle)
• Short-turn and short-cut

1.3

Main Contribution

In this section, the main contribution of this thesis is summarised as threefold regarding the case
study in Sydney, bus service system modelling and the proposal of the bunching control methods:
With the help of the historical AVL data, we have drawn the bus service trajectories as the input of
the case study in Sydney. Bus trajectory illustrates the relationship between its geographical location
and time so that the number of bus bunching can be also found: if two buses arrive at the same location,
we can count this as a bunch. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first bus bunching case
study in Sydney. According to the previous bus bunching attribution, this case study has analysed the
number of bunches based on different criteria regarding bus running direction, stop location, departure
time, date, weekday and bus route. Different bunching distribution indicates its foundational feature
in Sydney which provides the bus agency with a new and sophisticated view of service check and more
resources to improve their service reliability. As for the variables such as bus running speed, which is
the challenge in bus service simulation due to its random feature, the historical data enables us a specific
distribution (lognormal distribution) for generating a relatively accurate bus running speed for each link
following the specific lognormal distribution parameters.
Considering the geographical feature in Sydney, especially within Sydney CBD and corridor areas,
there are a large number of overlapping links and shared stops among different bus lines. The interaction
between buses influence the performance of the modelling and significantly influence the benefits of bus
bunching control. Unlike the majority of the previous literature which only considered a single bus route
or a circle line, this research has simulated 10 heavily-used bus lines with overlapping routes and shared
stops. All the bus service information involving bus capacity, departure time, initial headway and bus
stops interval distance is the same as that applied in the real world. The determination of the appropriate
parameters and variables such as bus travel speed, passenger arriving rate as well as passenger boarding
and the alighting rate is a challenge in microscopic simulation since they vary in time and location. The
bus historical AVL data are used to determine the fitting bus travel speed pattern, and randomly generate
a certain travel speed for each link following a specific parameter of a distribution. This research also
considers bus capacity and buses overtaking in order to model the real world closely.
The model is built based on the discrete event simulation considered as the hybrid model including
bus service and passenger behaviour dynamic. In the bus bunching control process, this research has
considered the main causes of bus bunching and proposed with suit control method to reduce the number
of bunching and improve the passenger travelling efficiency. The influence of the bus running environment
has been studied and we have proposed a bus running speed management control to mitigate the number
of bunches when reducing the passenger travelling time. While, the bus speed management described
in the previous literature only focuses on the headway stability between buses or timetable coherence
rather than considering the practicality of the control. From the view of a bus agency, practical plan-level
control with the benefits of bunching and travel time decrease is acceptable. This research has examined
the performance of scenarios with the applying of various pre-planned limited-stop service plan and firstly
recommended a pre-planned limited-stop service application plan. Unlike the previous literatures, the
pre-planned express services in this research would only skip the low demand stops (with low boarding and
alighting demanding) to reduce the travelling influence to passengers. In consideration of the situation
after bus delay in real-time, boarding restrict is proposed as a remedy method to protect buses from
bunching. Some previous literature considered boarding restrict as a stop-skipping oriented approach,
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which only allow the passenger who tends to alight at the skipped stops to alight before the skipped
segment. This will cause an extra waiting or walking time and this extra travel time will reduce the
bus-travelling attractiveness for passengers. Bus service agency values the trip experience of passengers,
so the real-time boarding restrict should consider the benefits of in-vehicle passengers by allowing the
alighting at the boarding restrict stops as proposed in this research.

1.4

Thesis Structure

After the previous literature regarding bus reliability and bus bunching presented in chapter 2,
chapter 3 of the thesis describe the case study in Sydney in order to reveal the real situation and
features regarding bus bunching. The case study reveals the highest possibility of bunching occurring
area, time period and bus lines, which can be used as the input of the bus service modelling in chapter 4.
chapter 4 also examines the feasibility of the modelling by comparing with the number of bunching with
the field data. In chapter 5, the control strategies regarding bus speed management, pre-planned stop
skipping and real-time boarding restrict control are introduced. The control result regarding the number
of bunches mitigation as well as travel time decrease is illustrated in chapter 5, as well. Finally, Chapter
6 concludes the research outcomes and provide with further research directions.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review
2.1
2.1.1

Bus Reliability
Influence Factors of Bus Bunching

It is well known in the bus operation system that the bus operation, passenger demand as well as the
road environment are the three most common influence factors that can lead to bus bunching. The most
previous study which is done by Newell (Newell and Potts, 1964) indicated that the good operation of bus
services can improve the service performance. He mentioned that the performance of bus service system
would be worse if no control applied after bus running delay. A slight delay can be magnified till two
buses bunch together (Daganzo, 2009; Daganzo and Pilachowski, 2011; Andres and Nair, 2017; Sirmatel,
2017; Zhang and Lo, 2018; Petit et al., 2018), as described in 1.2.3. Also, the maintaining of the headway
by speed up and down may reduce the influence of the delay. According to his mathematical analysis
regarding the ratio of passenger arrival rate and loading rate (k-ratio), the gap between the scheduled
timetable can be reduced if the k-ratio can be reduced.
Silcock (Silcock, 1981) suggests that the punctuality ratio(based on a timetable) and the mean waiting
time for the passenger can be a measurement to determine whether the bus is reliable. Therefore, the bus
performance can be revealed by the percentage of on-time departure from each stop and late departing.
Many other researchers support the bus punctuality maintenance is related to bus service reliability.
Rudnicki (Rudnicki, 1997) further provided a formula-based model to describe the relationship between
the punctuality degree and the level of service as the performance of bus reliability. A more sophisticated
definition of timetable consistency, combining with the travel time, waiting time and schedule reliability,
was summarised by Yin (Yin et al., 2010). In this study, the bus system performance, as well as
the passenger choice behaviour, were considered and a simulation model was developed for punctuality
assessment based on the Monte Carlo approach.
Some researchers (Nakanishi et al., 1997; Bullock et al., 2005; Albright and Figliozzi, 2012;
Moreira-Matias et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2016; Luo et al., 2017; Andres and Nair, 2017; Petit et al., 2018;
Zhang and Lo, 2018) take the headway time into account as the comparison of scheduled headway and
real-time headway indicate the level of punctuality.
The impact of the unexpected passenger demand could be minimised within a frequently unloading,
and more travel demand can be satisfied efficiently. Considering the influence of passenger, Turnquist
(Turnquist, 1978) improved a model to test the influence of random and non-random passenger arriving
pattern on bus service reliability. He predicted the waiting time based on his model, as criteria of the bus
service reliability assessment and suggested. The study of (Guenthner and Sinha, 1983) also proved that
the waiting time for non-random passenger arrival pattern is longer than that for a random pattern and
with the decreasing of the service reliability, the waiting time increases. In addition, Guenthner pointed
that the placement of the stops might considerably reduce the bus system performance if the interval
distance is merely equal, yet the passenger density is various for a different area. The arrival pattern and
the boarding rate were also considered when reliability-based logic model building by Fonzone (Fonzone
et al., 2015). In his research, the variance of the headway calculated as the outcome of his simulation
indicated the level of service dependability.
Passenger demand is related to the bus dwell time, thus, not only the passenger arriving pattern
but also the passenger arriving number and boarding number can influence the efficiency of bus services
(Delgado et al., 2012). However, since total bus travel time is mainly combined with running time and
dwell time and dwell time account for a smaller part when compared with the bus running time, a number
of researchers introduce another bunching influence factor: bus running environment.
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Turnquist (Turnquist and Bowman, 1980), afterwards, examined the relationship between service
reliability and road traffic environment: service frequency, the variation of the link travel time, passenger
demand-capacity ratio, route density and network orientation(grid or radial), with the help of a simulation
language called Program for Interactive Multiple Process Simulation (PIMP). There are a number of
researchers (Sun and HICKMAN, 2005; Cortés et al., 2010; Bartholdi and Eisenstein, 2012; Hernández
et al., 2015; Sun and Schmöcker, 2018; Petit et al., 2018) mention that the traffic condition, such as traffic
congestion, can result in bus bunching.
Last decades, the relationship between passenger demand, the traffic condition and the reliability was
studied by Liu (Liu and Sinha, 2007). The larger demand increases the delay which could intensify the
irregularity of the bus service, meanwhile, the traffic congestion which can increase the travelling delay
also mitigates the reliability. He also summarised that the bus service reliability could be detected by
the waiting time, headway and travel time. Similarly, Hollander (Hollander and Liu, 2008) supported
that the travel time could be influenced by various factors such as demand, travel speed, boarding and
alighting time, schedule and so on that can be used to assesses the reliability of the bus service.
In order to mitigate the bus service unreliability, time stability should be improved. Several strategies
aiming to reduce time variability have been suggested with the action based on scheduled maintenance,
speed control, traffic interruption mitigation or route and dispatching improvement.

2.1.2

Holding Control

Most prior bunching research mainly focused on the buses that run ahead, compared with the schedule,
or whose the headway between its previous bus is short than the scheduled headway. Holding is therefore
proposed to slow down the bus cruising speed (reduce the difference between the scheduled timetable)
and regularize the headway between two buses. Holding control may increase the total travel time of a
bus when it is a possibility to arrive earlier and reduce the waiting time, but it helps maintain the stability
of the bus service and improve the reliability of the system overall. Therefore, the location choice of the
holding point, as well as the holding time, should be well considered so that the waiting time of passenger
could be balanced to an acceptable range: neither too long for the waiting passenger nor too short to
influence the service system reliability.
In previous literature, Osuna and Newell (Osuna and Newell, 1972) demonstrated the optimal choice
between whether the vehicle should stay as the schedule or dispatch immediately when it returns to the
initial station. Their study was analysed based on a single loop route model with two vehicles running on
their route. There are two option were chosen and tested regarding the bus dispatching: hold a vehicle,
when there is only one bus if it returns in no more than a half of the mean trip time or dispatches the bus
immediately. From their research, holding can help maintain the schedule and possibly reduce the time
variability and when the number of bus increases to two, remain the interval departure time equals to
spaced dispatch times can improve the service reliability and reduce the passenger average waiting time.
Abkowitz (Abkowitz et al., 1986) revealed that the control point should be settled before peak demand
zones where a large demand for passenger boarding may occur and the holding time should be considered
with the threshold headway. With a number of scenarios examining, Wirasinghe and Liu (Wirasinghe
and Liu, 1995) demonstrated that the fit number and location of holding could improve the reliability of
the service instead of holding at each stop which might only aggrandize the waiting time of passengers.
However, the specially assumed passenger arrival pattern is used in this model instead of an all-round
consideration of the actual arriving pattern, which leads to the practical deviation when implements in
the real field. Hickman (Hickman, 2001) made the effort on finding the optimised holding time based on a
model built with single vehicle and route. According to the previous study (Andersson and Scalia-Tomba,
1981), he developed the stochastic service decision model to determine the time of holding at a controlled
stop.
Eberlein (Eberlein et al., 2001) turned to focus on passenger waiting time and developed a
passenger-oriented dynamic holding strategy to improve the bus service stability. Real-time information
was considered in his model in order to determine the optimised holding point locations. However, he
did not take the holding delay into account. Fu and Yang (Fu and Yang, 2002) focused on the passenger
time cost and developed two holding control models based on the different participants of the headway
detect: the first one is about the headway between control bus and its previous one; the second method
considers both previous and following headway(previous bus, control bus and the bus after control bus).
The result showed that the second method came with a better outcome in reducing the passenger waiting
time, balancing passenger in-vehicle time and slightly increasing bus trip time. The passenger waiting
time mitigation is also considered by Zolfaghari (Zolfaghari et al., 2004). His mathematical model was
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established concerning the real-time information and the vehicle capacity. The holding control was applied
to minimize the average waiting time for all stops no matter with the high or low bus occupancy but he
ignored the holding and boarding restrict delay.
Real-time data used in transport field enabled bunching detection and prediction becomes possible.
Sirmatel and Geroliminis (Sirmatel, 2017) develop an advanced hybrid control, compared with linear
model predictive control and PD-like speed controller, which shows that the model has outstanding
performance in bus irregularity controlling, through the examination tested based on one loop bus transit
system only. The dynamic holding based on a data-driven headway prediction can reduce the number
of bus bunching more effective (Andres and Nair, 2017). Zhang (Zhang and Lo, 2018)considered both
front and rear headway of the control bus as well as real-time data. He proposed a headway-driven
self-equalizing system with holding control to reduce the headway variance and improve the bus service
reliability.

2.1.3

Slack Time

According to the scheduled timetable, holding control can steady the departure time at each stop.
However, some of the researchers found that the timetable a bus company used should include more
allowance-time for bus operation since there are numbers of disturbance on the routes that make bus
fails to maintain its timetable. Newell (Newell, 1977) suggested adding the slack time in the scheduled
timetable so that a slight delay can not impact the whole system significantly because the range of
punctuality is enlarged by slack time adding. Whereas the slack time basically increases the scheduled
headway, though the number of bunching can be reduced, the total travel time cannot be decreased
which is not a passenger-oriented control method. Some of the researchers contributed to optimising the
timetable with slack time as well as a consideration of passenger total travel time (Carey and Seckington,
1992; Carey, 1994).
With the development of the real-time information analysis, Adamski and Turnau (Adamski and
Turnau, 1998) built a dynamic model with SIMULINK which enables the real-time dispatching to be
implemented in real life. According to the real-time information, the individuation dispatching plan
fitting specific location and time could be made. This flexible control decreases the schedule derivation
and constructs a highly efficient robust adaptive multi-criteria solutions for the network problems. Zhao
(Zhao et al., 2006) provided an advanced slack time strategy for an existing schedule of the single bus
routes and multiple buses system by applying D/G/c queue mode. As for the urban area, larger demand
requires more transit while limited stops settled lead to a method of stop sharing for different route only.
Yu and Chen (Yu et al., 2016) found that shared stops should be applied with larger slack time. Their
model input was calculated from the data of automatic vehicle location (AVL) and automatic passenger
counter (APC) data, which described the bus system more accurate than the previous research.
Xuan and Argote (Xuan et al., 2011) introduce the virtual schedule to reduce the over slack time of
holding strategy and improve the stability of the headway. As for this method, the published schedule
can be maintained when the even headway can be satisfied. The results illustrate that approximately
40% less slack than the conventional schedule-based method can be meet with the application of virtual
schedule. Luo (Luo et al., 2017)advances the model of virtual timetable (Xuan et al., 2011), with the
headway adherence and passenger loads added, which enables a more sophisticated simulation.

2.1.4

Stop Skipping and Boarding Restrict

Another common station control is stop-skipping. Bus line always connects with city central and
remote areas, therefore, the passenger demand and bus running environment are different along a bus
route. Different bus service pattern based on stop-skipping can be designed to minimize the passenger
waiting time, in-vehicle time as well as bus agent and infrastructure cost. (Furth and Day, 1985; Hart,
2016; Zhang et al., 2018).
Zone scheduling (Jordan and Turnquist, 1979) is proposed to design the bus timetable specifically for
different time periods (peak-hour) and geographic location (city business district (CBD)). During peak
hours, selected buses serve the stop in the CBD area only in order to satisfy the commuting travel demand
as much as possible. while during the off-peak hour, buses only serve the popular stops selected based
on passenger demand. A dynamic programming model is built to examine the zone scheduling efficacy in
reducing the passenger trip time with a relatively small bus fleet size. The introduction of zone scheduling
considers the agent and community parties’ sake in minimizing the social and infrastructure cost.
Pre-designed stop-skipping plan tends to be easier to be applied by bus agents and with the help of
historical AVL and APC data, flexibly revise the flaw of bus operation even becomes possible (Tétreault
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and El-Geneidy, 2010). Unbalanced passenger demand influence the bus service reliability because the
unstable bus dwell time always lead to deorbit of the timetable (Zhang et al., 2018). Historical passenger
boarding data is used to determine the skipped stops at which less amount of passenger wait.
While later in 2012, the model was improved as a real-time control model aiming to determine the
how much time of holding and how many number of board-limiting that could help the simulated bus
service achieve a better performance (Delgado et al., 2009, 2012). Delgado built the simulation model as a
deterministic mathematical programming problem based on a one-way loop bus route. By using MINOS,
a deterministic mathematical programming solver, the author found that holding combined with boarding
limitation enables the passenger total travel time to be minimized. He further considered the passenger
extra waiting time due to the holding and boarding limitation, and found that holding combined with
boarding limit not only can reduce 6.3% more extra waiting time than holding but also enables passenger
a better travelling environment (in-vehicle crowd reduce) based on a case study of one single loop route.
The mathematical model and MINOS programming solver were then applied to analyse the performance
of holding control yet with an extended case of two bus lines with several shared stops as the situation
in the corridor area (Hernández et al., 2015).
The new dispatching strategy based on real-time stop skipping control was proposed by Li (Li et al.,
1995) who also considered the short-turn and layover adjusting in order to reduce the service unreliability.
His bus system simulation is developed based on a non-linear and stochastic binary integer program. With
the use of historical AVL data, they find the real-time optimised stop-skipping and overlay timing plan
in minimizing the passenger travel time.
Boarding and alighting restrict are introduced as the method of the stop-skipping control (Eberlein,
1995). Services with stop-skipping control will pass the pre-designed stops, which is called skipped stop,
without stopping. No passenger is allowed to board or alight at the skipped stops but allow the passenger
who has a destination within the skipped segment to alight at the first skipped stop. The saved dwell
time of the skipped stop can reduce the total travel time, as shown in the research of Eberlein, yet it
increase the inconvenient of the bus service as proved by their integrated model. This policy is improved
by allowing alighting during the skipped segment for passenger’s total travel time reducing (Sun and
HICKMAN, 2005). Sun developed the model as a non-linear 0-1 integer programming problem and the
stop-skipping control application depend on binary integer variables.
Model predictive control (MPC) is introduced to manage traffic signal
citepGuenthner1983, which is then used for traffic control when the road chaotic sources are known
partially (Papageorgiou, 1988; Hegyi, 2004). The hybrid predictive control (HPC) model is formulated
to estimate the real-time stop-skipping control performance when passenger demand is unknown(Sáez
et al., 2012). This modelling is then extended to a dynamic evolutionary multi-objective optimization
model (Cortés et al., 2010). The simulation method describe the dynamic bus service in discrete time
and continually passenger activities, such as waiting, boarding, in-vehicle travelling and alighting. The
holding and stop-skipping control applied in Cortes’ improved model help the simulated bus service
to reach a superior performance in travel time and headway regularity. The extra travel time derived
from holding and stop-skipping are also considered which enables the real-time control planning more
passenger-friendly.
In the view of the bus agent, stop-skipping reduce the bus total journey time, thus it is possible to
satisfy the passenger demand with a smaller fleet size which highly related to the service cost (Leiva
et al., 2010). With the consideration of passenger benefits, the minimization in social cost, including
passenger user cost (access time, waiting time, in-vehicle time and transfer time) and operator cost, is
proposed as the examination of the stop-skipping control. Real-time control strategies in order to reduce
the social cost is then considered (Delgado et al., 2009). Non-deterministic polynomial-time hard model is
introduced to describe the real-time bus system in mathematical way (Liu et al., 2013). In this research,
the Genetic Algorithm Incorporating Monte Carlo Simulation solves the objective function regarding bus
operational cost and passenger travelling cost and provide with the optimal stop-skipping plan. Zhao
(Zhao et al., 2016) focused on headway regularization and try to mitigate the number of bus bunching
by applying boarding-limitation on late buses to decrease the dwell time.

2.1.5

Travel Speed Management

Although the dwell time control method can reduce the total travel time and thus increase the efficiency
in some way, bus reliability largely relies on the bus travelling time than dwell time (van Oort, 2011).
The travel time management appears to be increasingly significant in manipulating bus service reliability
because speed up and down can easily correct the timetable deviation and achieve the bunching avoidance.
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Some of the literature introduce a speed control method that concentrates in buses cooperation
(Daganzo and Pilachowski, 2011; Ampountolas and Kring, 2015; Sirmatel and Geroliminis, 2018). The
information of the AVL data, buses can balance their headway space by changing the travel speed to
mitigate bunching. However, one of the reasons that bus services tend to be unreliable is the traffic
disturbance. At most time, it is the traffic randomness and the traffic capacity that impact the efficiency
of the speed control rather than the control methodology.
Bus priority lane becomes a solution to urban traffic congestion and bus service unreliability. After the
decades’ development in bus services, bus networks render travelling in the city centre and corridor areas
convenient and accessible. Large road capacity for private vehicles in those areas becomes less significant.
Instead, the priority and capacity transference to bus service enables to reliably satisfy more demand and
reduce road congestion. In order to mitigate the negative influence in road capacity, intermittent priority
bus lane allows the vehicles that have already occupied the bus lane keep using it while restraining
new cars to merge in (Eichler and Daganzo, 2006). Combined with transit signal priority (TSP), the
performance of the bus lane in reducing the number of bus bunching and increase the service efficiency
is improved.
Due to the fact that nearly majority of bus reliability improvement strategies are about holding and
skip stops, the stage of bus travel on the road is focused by Pilachowski (Pilachowski et al., 2009). He
finds that the interaction between adjacent two buses with the help of speed control based on real-time
information can reduce the influence of the bus irregularity for the passenger. Later in 2011, a research of
Daganzo and Pilachowski (Daganzo and Pilachowski, 2011) re-prove that the speed control could correct
the irregular headway and enables the delayed bus return to its original timetable. Moreover, they point
out that the bus travel distance and the number of passenger boarding might impact the bus system
mostly, therefore, the separated stops with shorter interval distance could balance the passenger demand
and improve the stability of the service.
Albright (Albright and Figliozzi, 2012) of the finding that, whether the bus can maintain the designed
timings, influences the service reliability and suggests that Transit Signal Priority (TSP) reduce the
interruption and help retain the scheduled headway. The difference between scheduled headway and
actual headway indicates the level of service reliability of the bus system. Combined with the bunching
control mechanism, the bus rapid transit (BRT) is introduced as an almost non-interruptible system
(Deng and Nelson, 2013). With the consideration of signal priority as well as the isolated stations, lane
and vehicles, the timetable maintenance can be improved significantly.

2.1.6

Other Strategies

After the consideration of both stop skipping and holding control strategies, Eberlein (Eberlein et al.,
1999) suggests that the combination of both methods could improve the service reliability more than
implementing either one of them, though the strategy of holding shows a better performance compared
with stop skipping based on the stochastic conditions model. The author also reveals that the holding
strategy depends on headway while independent with passenger demands. Focusing on the impact of
passenger amount, Delgado (Delgado et al., 2012) also develop a strategy combining with the holding as
well as boarding number limitation. In this research, holding control could be applied at any stops, but the
passenger restriction should be used when the following bus departure earlier than scheduled time and the
headway between those two buses reduces. A mathematical simulation model shows that this method
could reduce the passenger extra waiting time up to 77%. Another well-organised comparison among
various control strategies is made by Munoz (Munoz et al., 2013) with the result that the performance
of the hybrid prediction control strategy (HPC) seems to be better compared with deterministic control
(DC) (holding control). The simulation results reveal that before the number of in-vehicle passengers
reaches the maximum capacity of the bus, the HPC method output with a shorter average waiting time.
Schmocker (Schmöcker, Jan-Dirk; Sun, 2015) examines the passenger boarding pattern and suggests
that the bus service reliability could be reduced if the majority of passenger chooses to board on the front
bus instead of the following one. The almost equal boarding number enables the bus service to maintain
stable based on the simulation model formed with one bus and six stops. Meanwhile, Fonzone and
Schmocker (Fonzone et al., 2015) illustrate that the passenger arriving pattern, as well as boarding rate,
also influence the bus system. Thus, a propose of smoothing the people arrival pattern (as uniform as
possible) is suggested with the help of optimised departure time. Their model also takes bus overlapping
into account which is more accurate to the actual situation.
With the development of real-time telecommunication, a new approach to bus service reliability detect
can be satisfied by machine learning. Moreira (Moreira-Matias et al., 2012) develop methodologies assisted
by Regression Analysis, Probabilistic Reasoning and Perceptrons Learning with Stochastic Gradient
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Descent constitute building blocks of this predictive method. Regarding their result, 68% potential bus
bunching has been reduced and the average passenger’s waiting time has been decreased by 4.5% without
travel time increasing.
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Chapter 3

Real World Data Analysis: Sydney
Case Study
Bus bunching is a typical bus irregular service phenomena. This chapter shows the real picture of bus
service status in Sydney based on the historical bus automatic vehicle location (AVL) dataset provided
by NSW government OpenData (https://opendata.transport.nsw.gov.au/) (NSW Government, 2017) and
TransitFeeds (http://transitfeeds.com/p/transport-for-nsw) (CRUNCHY BAGEL, 2017). The dataset is
provided to the public as a free resource that including the information about bus agency, calendar, routes
information, bus stop time and location, information on bus trips and stops.
The selected data used in this research covers 90 bus routes with overlapping routes within the Sydney
CBD and corridor areas. The valid data covers eight months from January to August 2017 which is the
largest amount of available data can be found. For each bus route, the required information includes
bus trip number, bus direction and stop allocation, bus arriving time and location as well as month and
weekday information.

3.1

Bus Reliability and Bus Bunching Criteria

The number of bus bunching is the main criteria to identify the level of bus service reliability in this
research. The term, bus bunching, describes the situation when buses arrive at the same location at the
same time. To simplify the calculation for this research, the bus bunching is detected by bus headway
time when buses arrive at a stop. Buses meet on the road is not included in this analysis.
Similar to the previous study (Liu and Sinha, 2007), a threshold headway of one minute is used to
detect bus bunching, as expressed in the following formula:
hb,i ≤ 1(min)

(3.1)

where hb,i is the real-time headway at the stop i.
Moreover, since the big gap is more related to the passenger travel time, the attention should also
involve this long interval time, as shown in the following equation:
hg,i > αH

(3.2)

where hg,i is the real-time big gap at the stop i and H is the scheduled headway calculated based on the
planning timetable, which equals the initial departure time interval; α is defined as 1.5 in this case study.

3.2

Analysis Results

According to the above equations and the historical data based on totally 90 bus routes for 8 months
in 2017, the calculated number of bus bunches and the big gap become a data source of service reliability
quantitative analysis. This further analysis provides with the insight into the influence factors of bus
service reliability regarding service direction, time, bus route geographical information and bus travel
speed.
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3.2.1

Bus Bunching Distribution Based on Direction of Travel

Table 3.1 summarises the different number of bus bunching and big gap for inbound (towards Sydney
CBD area) and outbound direction. From this table, a larger number of bunching (71242) is concentrated
in the outbound direction bus services which accounts for about 63% of the total number of bunching.
While the buses with inbound direction are easier to have big gap phenomenon. Nearly 58% of big gap
is contributed by the buses with inbound direction. The total number of bunching for both direction is
significantly larger than that of big gap, therefore, the bus service direction for the case study in Chapter
5 is selected as outbound direction.
Table 3.1: Number of Bus Bunches and Big Gap Distribution Based on Travel Direction

3.2.2

Count

Outbound

Inbound

Total

Bus Bunching
Big Gap

71242
14771

42231
19984

113473
34755

Bus Bunching Distribution Based on Stop Location

Figure 3.1 presented the bus bunching distribution in Sydney over 8 months. The number of bus
bunching is count based on the bus stop and represented by dots in blue. The large size and the deep
colour of the dot aim to highlight the stops that have a large number of bunching. As it to be predicted,
the stops in Sydney CBD and corridor areas, such as Parramatta Road, Anzac Parade and Epping Road,
contribute more bunching. The amount of bus bunching corresponds to the bus service reliability. Thus,
demand within those populous zones without enough transit supplementary, such as train or light-rail
services, tend to rely on bus service and private vehicles. Those areas will experience a decline in road
capacity and the level of bus service will be reduced.
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Figure 3.1: Bus Bunching Distribution in Sydney, January to August 2017

3.2.3

Monthly Bus Bunching Distribution

As can be seen in Figure 3.2 the number of bus bunches varies in different months and the amount
of bunching for both directions share a similar pattern. As for the outbound services, its tendency line,
represented by a blue line, reveals that the number of bunching substantially increased from January till
it reached the peak in March at 21570, but rapidly declined to 1165 in April. However, the situation for
inbound direction services experienced a slight growth by 1318 during the first three months and dropped
to 2218 in April. After a slightly fluctuating, the number of bunching for both directional services rose
to 15649 and 4555 for each in July, followed by a decrease till August.
It is visible that for both services, the tendencies are similar. Such a trend can be also found in
the monthly distribution of raw data that demonstrates the number of valid data used for this analysis
for each month. The original dataset for March and July are relevant larger than that for the rest of
the months. This is a consequence of the imperfect data since the dataset we used is open data which
has relatively low accuracy. While another significant influence is the bus run number and the applied
timetable. In 2017, several updated bus operational timetables are used in the months such as March
and July as the requirement of more bus services to satisfy the increasing number of demand. However,
the high frequency of bus service without considering the road accessibility probably results in this large
number of bus bunching in specific months. During the time of the raw data collection, several road
constructions also impact the level of access for bus services.
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Figure 3.2: Monthly And Directionally Number of Bus Bunching Distribution
The service operational information of those two months, such as bus route, initial departure time
and travel speed, will since be used in the following case study, as introduced in Chapter 5.

3.2.4

Weekly Bus Bunching Distribution

Figure 3.3: Weekly And Directionally Number of Bus Bunching Distribution
Figure 3.3 compares the number of bunches for each direction in a various day of the week. The
inner circle chart represents the bunching distribution of the bus with an outbound direction, whilst
outside one shows that with inbound direction. The number of bunching occurs on Monday accounts for
over half of the total amount for both two directions’ bus services, followed by Thursday which accounts
for a smaller share of bunching, while is still above a one-third of the total amount. The percentile
summation of other days accounts for approximately 6% for the bus services with an outbound direction
while about 4% for that with an inbound direction. As to be predicted, there is no bunching on the
weekend probably due to the low demand and service frequency. The large gap regarding the number
of bus bunching merges in this figure shares the same reason that shows in the figure about daily bus
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bunching distribution, which is caused by the flaw of the raw data, since as for each weekday, the bus
run number and scheduled timetable should be the same. Based on the count of raw data for each day of
the week, the quantity of data on Monday and Thursday are relatively larger than others. Whereas the
flexible working environment is popular in Australia, thus, the peak hour of a day may differ among a
different day of the week. It could be another reason for this phenomenon but we did not consider their
deep reason in this research.

3.2.5

Hourly Bus Bunching Distribution

The number of bunches can be also summarized hourly based on the time it occurs. So that the
hourly bunching distribution can be illustrated as shown in Figure 3.4. The upper chart in this figure
demonstrates the growth in hourly amount of bus bunching in Sydney and the lower two charts compare
the distribution of bunching for the different direction. The analysis results in each bar-charts are
displayed by quantile measurement in order to indicate the bunching distribution. Each bar in those
charts represent the number of bus bunching per hour based on the dataset of 8 months.

Figure 3.4: Hourly Bus Bunching Distribution: (a) Hourly Number of Bus Bunching Distribution, Two
Direction; (b) Hourly Number of Bus Bunching Distribution, Outbound Direction; (c) Hourly Number
of Bus Bunching Distribution, Inbound Direction
As revealed in the Figure 3.4 (a), there are two peak periods of time has a higher possibility of bus
bunching occurrence. The morning peak period covers 8 am to 10 am and the afternoon peak period
includes the time from 4 pm to 6 pm. While the bus bunching contribution during afternoon peak hours
surpasses the amount of bunching occurs in the morning. One of the potential reason for this phenomenon
is the run number, which refers to the number of departure for a route line. The run number of buses
in afternoon peak hour is much more than that during morning peak hour, according to the scheduled
timetable posted by Transport NSW. Additionally, the main contributor of the bunching in afternoon
peak hours is the buses with an outbound direction (see Figure 3.4 (b) ). Buses with outbound direction
mean the buses that departure from the city centre towards the rural area. Thus, as for those buses, they
start from the crowded or corridor area where the possibility of bus bunching occurrence is relatively
higher and since bunches can be passed and magnified along its route, the number of bunches is normally
accumulated to a large quantity. Whereas, both directions respectively account for 50% of the number
of bunching in the morning peak hours. It because that a relatively equal number of run number has
existed in bus operation for both directions in the morning. The unequal bunching distribution in a day
is also considered in further modelling, and our simulation as well as bunching control will emphasis on
the afternoon peak hour mostly due to a large number of bunches.

3.2.6

Bus Bunching Distribution Based on Route Number

Figure 3.5 plots the bus bunching distribution for different bus route. This analysis encompasses
totally 90 bus route that passes Sydney CBD area and nearly a quarter of bus routes have witnessed
the bunching during eight months in 2017. The number of bunching varying in bus route due to their
demand, fleet size, schedule and traffic condition.
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Figure 3.5: Bus Bunching Distribution Based on Route Number

Figure 3.6: Map of Bus Route: (a) Top Ten Bus Route With Largest Number of Bunching; (b) Ten Bus
Route Used in Modelling
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With the computation of quantiles distribution, 10 top heavily-used bus lines with the largest number
of bunching are identified, namely 288, 373, 392, 396, 397, 399, 412, 422, 438 and 461, as shown in
Figure 3.6(a). Those 10 bus routes are utilised in the further modelling as the route and service detail
inputs, as well. However, bus route 288 mainly services the north-west areas instead of the inner and
south of Sydney as the rest of nine routes, so we replace it with bus route 394 for further comparison, as
shown in Figure 3.6(b). It shows that all the bus routes start from Sydney CBD area which responsible
for a large number of bunching as shown in Figure 3.1 Moreover, some routes such as 412 and 422 or
route number of 396, 397 and399 overlaps within corridor areas of Parramatta Road and Anzac Parade,
respectively.

3.2.7

Bus Travel Speed Distribution

Bus travel speed is one of the challenges in the bus movement simulation since it varies in traffic
condition. The big historical AVL data that covers 8 months data enables to reduce the impact of
random error while covers the influence of signal control and traffic condition. In this research, a bus
travel speed distribution is evaluated based on the historical data and proved to follow the lognormal
distribution with the mean speed of about 4.8 (m/s) and variance of approximately 2.14, as shown in
Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Distribution of Bus Travel Speed
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Modelling
4.1

Nomenclature

Table 4.1: Nomenclature
Notation Definition
Parameters
i
Origin stop at which the passenger boards, i ∈ I
j
Destination stop at which the passenger alights, j ∈ I
br
Trip number of bus route r, br ∈ Br
Constant
C
Bus capacity
Sets
R
Set of bus route r. R=1,...KR
Set of bus trip br of bus route r. Br =1,...KBr
Br
Sr
Set of bus stop on route r. Sr =Sr ∈ I
I
Set of bus stop among the bus serving system. I=1,...KI
Functions
qi,j
Passenger arriving sequence for stop i with a destination stop of j
tbr ,qi,j
Passenger travel time; the time spent on bus when travelling between OD stops i and j
tr(i)
Bus running time between stop i and i + 1, i ∈ Sr
ta(br ,j)
Alighting time per passenger, between bus serving trip br to stop j
tb(br ,i)
Boarding time per passenger, between stop i and bus serving trip br
ta
Mean alighting time per passenger
tb
Mean boarding time per passenger
vbr ,i
Bus running speed; the running speed of bus serving trip br between stop i − 1 and i
Bus arriving time; the arriving time of bus serving trip br , at the stop i
Abr ,i
Bi,j
Passenger arriving time; the arriving time of passenger, at the stop i, with the destination stop of j
Dbr ,i
Bus departure time; the departure time of bus serving trip br , at the stop i
Headway time between bus serving trip br − 1 and br , at the stop i
hbr ,i
Hbr ,i
Scheduled headway time between bus serving trip br − 1 and br , at the stop i
xi
Distance between stop i − 1 and i
Tbr
Scheduled bus departure time at the first stop
λi,j
Passenger arriving rate; the arriving rate of passenger with a origin stop of i and destination stop of j
tdbr ,i
Dwell time of bus serving trip br at the stop i
Nbbr ,i,j
Number of passenger boarding the bus serving trip br , at the stop i, with the destination stop of j
Nbar ,i
Number of passenger alighting from the bus serving trip br , at the stop i
b
pbr ,j (t)
Number of passenger inside the vehicle of bus serving trip br , at the destination stop j, at time t
pti,j
Number of passenger waiting at the stop i with a destination stop of j, at time t
tw
Passenger waiting time; the waiting time of passenger with the OD of i and j
br ,i,j
boarding on the bus serving trip br
tvbr ,i,j
Passenger in-vehicle time; the in-vehicle time of passenger with the OD of i and j
in the vehicle of bus serving trip br
ttbr ,i,j
Passenger total travel time; the total travel time of passenger with the OD of i and j
travelling with bus serving trip br
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Notation Definition
Binary State
αbr ,i (t)
Binary state that describe whether
Binary state that describe whether
βbr ,j
γbr ,j (t)
Binary state that describe whether
δbr ,i
Binary state that describe whether
the stops i is a low demand stop
br ,i
Binary state that describe whether
the scheduled headway

4.2
4.2.1

bus
bus
bus
bus

serving
serving
serving
serving

trip
trip
trip
trip

br
br
br
br

stops at stop i, at time t
stops at stop j
stops at stop j, at time t
is limited-stop service and

the real-time headway is less than ζ times of

Methodology
Bus Trip Dynamics

Bus Arrival Time The arrival time of bus trip br at the stop i can be calculated by the following
equation:
xi
Abr ,i = Dbr ,i−1 +
(4.1)
vbr ,i
for br = 1, ..., KBr , i = 1, ..., KI , where Dbr ,i−1 means the departure time of bus serving trip br at the
previous stop i − 1. The second part of this equation refers to the bus running time, which depends on
the link distance xi between stop i and i − 1 and link running speed vbr ,i .
Bus Departure Time For the departure time of the first stop, it depends on the scheduled departure
time. While for other stops, the departure time depends on the arriving time and the dwelling time at
the stop i:

Tbr ,
i=1
Dbr ,i =
(4.2)
Abr ,i + tdbr ,i , i = 2, ..., KI
for br = 1, ..., KBr , i = 1, ..., KI , where Tbr is the initial departure time for bus trip br ; Abr ,i is the arrival
time of bus trip br at stop i and tdbr ,i is the bus dwell time which depends on the number of boarding and
alighting passenger.
Bus Dwelling Time The dwell time for bus trip br at the stop i depends on the longer time spends
on passenger boarding or alighting process, which can be formulated by the following constraint:
Z
tdbr ,i = (Nbbr ,i tb , Nbar ,i ta )
(4.3)
for br = 1, ..., KBr , i = 1, ..., KI , where Nbbr ,i is the number of passenger who board on bus trip br at the
stop i and tb is the mean boarding time per person. While Nbar ,i is the number of passenger who alight
from bus trip br at the stop i and ta is the mean alighting time per person.
Headway The headway of stop i between two bus (br − 1 and br ) can be calculated according to the
below equations:

Tbr − Tbr −1 ,
br = 1
i=1
(4.4)
hbr ,i =
Abr ,i − Abr −1,i , br = 2, ..., KBr i = 2, ..., KI
for br = 1, ..., KBr , i = 1, ..., KI , where for the first stop, the headway equals to the initial departure
interval time between two buses; for the other stops, the headway equals to the difference of the arriving
time of two buses at the stop i.
In this modelling, bus bunching is count based on the modelled headway as well as the initial headway
(initial departure interval time). There will be one bunching count if the headway between two buses is
less than the bunching boundary time and less than its initial headway.

4.2.2

Dynamic Number of Passenger Inside Bus

At time t, the total number of passenger inside the bus trip br with a destination stop of j depends
on the number of boarding passenger who has the destination of stop j and the number of alighting
passenger who want to alight at the stop j, which can be expressed as:
Pbdr ,j (t) = Pbdr ,j (t − 1) + αbr ,i (t)βbr ,j Nbbr ,i,j − γbr ,j (t)Nbar ,j
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Binary State
(

0, bus trip br does not stop at stop i at time t
1, bus trip br stops at stop i at time t
(
0, bus trip br does not stop at stop j
βbr ,j =
1, bus trip br stops at stop j
(
0, bus trip br does not stop at stop j at time t
γbr ,j (t) =
1, bus trip br stops at stop j at time t
αbr ,i (t) =

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

for br = 1, ..., KBr , i = 1, ..., KI , j = 1, ..., KI where j refers to the destination stop; αbr ,i (t) describes
whether bus trip br stops at the stop i at time t and βbr ,j expresses whether bus stops at the destination
stop j so that a number of passenger with a destination stop j can board on this bus; γbr ,j (t) means
whether bus stops at the destination stop j at the time t so that a number of passenger can alight from
the bus br .
In this research, the amount of passenger inside bus br cannot exceed the bus capacity C as described
in the following equation:
KI
X
Pbdr ,j (t) ≤ C
(4.9)
j=1

for br = 1, ..., KBr , j = 1, ..., KI .

4.2.3

Dynamic Number of Passenger at Bus Stop

Each passenger in this system appears with the origin and destination (OD) stops. As for the passenger
with the OD of i and j, the total amount of them depends on the passenger arriving rate and the interval
time ∆t. At the time t, if the bus trip br arrives at the stop i and it will also serves the stop j, a number
of passenger will board on this bus. Since the bus capacity, the number of boarding passenger depends
on the bus vacancy, as well. The dynamic number of passenger at stop is formulated as below:
s
s
Pi,j
(t) = Pi,j
(t − 1) + λi,j ∆t − αbr ,i (t)βbr ,j Nbbr ,i,j

(4.10)

for i = 1, ..., KI , j = 1, ..., KI , where λi,j is the passenger arriving rate and the passenger boarding
process is same with the part which was introduced in the Equation 4.5.

4.2.4

Simulation Outputs

In order to test the performance of the model and the benefits for passengers, this research considers
not only the number of bunching but also the passenger in-vehicle time, waiting time and total travel
time.
Passenger Waiting Time The waiting time for a passenger who waits for bus trip br depends on the
passenger arriving time at the stop i and the first available bus arriving time. In this modelling, the first
available bus refers to the earliest bus that has the vacancy for this passenger’s boarding and will stop
at the destination stop of this passenger.
tw
br ,i,j = βbr ,j Abr ,i − Bi,j

(4.11)

for br = 1, ..., KBr , i = 1, ..., KI , j = 1, ..., KI , i 6= j, where Bi,j is the time the passenger arrives at stop
i with a destination stop of j.
Passenger In-vehicle Time For a passenger who boards on the bus trip br , its in-vehicle time equals
to the time between bus departure time at the origin stop i and the arriving time of this bus at the
destination stop j, as shown in the following constraint:
tvbr ,i,j = Abr ,j − Dbr ,i
for br = 1, ..., KBr , i = 1, ..., KI , j = 1, ..., KI , i 6= j.
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Passenger Total Travel Time Passenger total travel time equals to the sum of passenger waiting
time and in-vehicle time which indicates the passenger travel efficiency, as shown below:
v
ttbr ,i,j = tw
br ,i,j + tbr ,i,j

(4.13)

for br = 1, ..., KBr , i = 1, ..., KI , j = 1, ..., KI , i 6= j.

4.3
4.3.1

Model Feasibility
Assumption

With the methodology introduced above and the current bus service system, the initial scenario of the
modelling can be simulated by MATLAB. The background information of the initial scenario modelling
focuses on the bus service in weekday, afternoon peak hour (5-8 pm) and bus with an outbound direction.
The bus service system consists of 10 bus lines (373, 392, 394, 396, 397, 399, 412, 422, 438 and 461), as
shown in Figure 3.6, which have a higher possibility of bunching occurrence according to the previous
study. The total simulation period is two months with other specific input information as shown below:
Bus Capacity In this research, buses are assumed to have a capacity corresponding to Sydney City
bus with the combined seating and standing capacity of 80 people. In this case, bus capacity limits the
number of boarding passenger which better simulates the real-world situation, instead of allowing all the
waiting passenger board on the bus.
Bus Running Speed The bus running speed is assumed as a random number for each link composed
of two stops, which are called upstream stop and downstream stop separately. This random number is
generated following the log-normal distribution as the previous analysis and shown in Figure 3.7. For
each link, there is a various log-normal distribution parameter to describe the situation on this link.
Therefore, the bus trip br running speed between stop i and i − 1 in this study is defined as follow:
vbr ,i ∼ logN ormal(µi , σi2 )

(4.14)

for br = 1, ..., KBr , i = 1, ..., KI , where µi and σi2 are generated by log-normal fitting function in
MATLAB.
For each link, the historical bus running speed can be used to find the specific parameter by fitting
in the log-normal distribution in MATLAB. A large volume of historical data covers the influence of link
traffic condition and data error, which enable this way of speed generation to be accurate and reasonable.
Due to the random speed of buses, overtaking is allowed in this modelling. As the real situation, later
bus will overtake the delayed bus as two-bus-cooperation in order to reduce the total delay and passenger
waiting time. In the view of the passenger, their waiting time for boarding on a bus should be only
impacted by the available bus’s arriving time instead of the sequence of bus serving trip.
Mean Passenger Boarding and Alighting Time Previous literature (Sun et al., 2014) found that
the mean boarding and alighting time per passenger are about 1.95 (s) and 1.69 (s) for each. In a
different condition, such as the payment method, the height of the bus floor or the level of occupancy,
passenger boarding and alighting time are different. In this research, we consider to generate the boarding
and alighting time for each passenger by Triangular distribution since it provided the distribution with
the upper and lower boundary limitation as suggested in the previous research. The constraints of the
passenger boarding and alighting are shown below:
Table 4.2: Boarding and Alighting Time Per Passenger Constraints
Time Per Passenger (s)

Lower Limit

Peak Location

Upper Limit

Alighting Time per Passenger
Boarding Time per Passenger

1.59
1.93

1.69
1.95

1.71
2.45
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Passenger Arriving, Boarding and Alighting Pattern The passenger arriving rate is generated
based on the Poisson distribution as suggested in a previous study (Pilachowski et al., 2009). This
research considers the discrete event simulation and chooses the exponential distribution to describe
the probability of secondly passenger arriving. The exponential distribution provides a distribution that
demonstrates the relationship between an event (passenger appearance) and interval time, which matches
this situation. For each second, the system will generate a random number as the passenger arriving rate
to determine how many passenger shows at the stop. The sequence of the passenger show at the stop also
indicate their boarding sequence. This model follows the rule of first arrive, first board on the available
bus.
All the arrived passenger at each stop are independent. For each passenger who arrives at a stop,
named origin stop, it appeared with the arriving time and valid destination, called destination stop. The
waiting time will be count since this passenger arrives at the origin stop until boards on an available bus,
and its in-vehicle time is timed until alights at the destination stop. The destination of this passenger
is selected randomly based on its origin stop because the different bus has different routes, though there
will be some shared stop among several bus lines. By mention as the available bus, it means that the bus
pass both origin and destination stops as well as there is enough capacity for this passenger to board on.
It is also assumed that the passenger will board on the first available bus in this modelling.

4.3.2

Validation
Table 4.3: Mean Absolute Error Result in Number of Bus Bunching for Initial Scenario

Bus Route Number

373

392

394

396

397

399

412

422

438

461

MAE

MAE in Number of Bunching

5.73

1.67

2.5

2.92

5.14

5.63

0.31

6.31

3.13

2.98

3.63

Figure 4.1: Validation Test Result of Bus Bunching Distribution: (a) Bus Bunching Distribution Based
on Field Data; (b) Bus Bunching Distribution Based on Simulation
The model validation is examined by a mean absolute error in the number of bunching, as shown in
Table 4.3. After a simulation for 2 months, which is 42 days, the mean absolute error in the number
of bunching is approximately 3.63. Thus, the bus bunching spatial distribution of field data results and
modelling result share a similar pattern in bunching occurrence which is acceptable.
In Figure 4.1, left part is the field data result illustrating the real bunching situation while the right
figure demonstrates the result of modelling. The dot indicates the bus bunching occurrence location
based on the bus stops and the size of the dot refers to the number of bus bunching happened for two
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months. Comparing with the results about the number of bunches as well as the location of the bunches
at each stop and the modelling result, it shows that this model can illustrate the bunching location in
Sydney successfully. The number of bunching for some of the areas seems different between two maps
because of the lack of passenger arriving and boarding rate data. Overall, this model works relatively
satisfactory in illustrating the bus running system in Sydney.
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Bus Bunching Control
The proposed model aims to describe the real city bus services in Sydney so that the bus reliability
control methods can be examined based on it. In the following chapter, for reducing the influence of the
random error, each simulation with a bunching control application is run for several times with the same
simulation time: 3 hours (in order to simulate the afternoon peak hour from 5-8 pm) for 2 months (March
and July). By applying the reliability control, the system performance regarding bus and passenger travel
efficiency should be improved when compares with the result of the initial scenario.

5.1

Bus Bunching Control Methods

The main cause of the bus bunching problem is the disturbance coming from the traffic condition and
passenger. To reduce the disturbance, this research has proposed three control method: bus running time
management, pre-planned stop skipping and real-time stop skipping. Those approaches will correct the
bus trajectory according to a scheduled timetable as well as improve the bus services reliability performed
as an decreasing number of bus bunching and travel time for both bus and passengers. Each approach is
designed according to the practicality and applicability for city and corridor area conditions.
The first method that proposed in this research is dedicated lane. As a pre-plan method, the dedicated
lane can be considered when road width is permitted. Another planning level approach is pre-planned stop
skipping which aims to reduce the buses total travel time by passing low-demand stops detected based
on the previous historical data. This method can be applied on the bus line with unbalanced demand
among different stops. By eliminating the dwelling time at less popular stops, the efficiency of the bus
services can be improved when network planning adjustment is inaccessible. Pre-planned stop-skipping
depends on the historical data, with the help of a few runs of experiment and test, a relatively superior
limited-stop plan can be found based on the model that introduced in this research. This is practical
that can be used handily. The final one is a remedy level control method in order to reduce the extensive
delay after a delay has already occurred. Real-time boarding restricts decline the possibility of delay that
results from both passengers waiting for boarding and in-vehicle riders. The model introduced in this
research can detect the minor delay of bus service and if the delay beyond the edge, this control method
will be triggered to prevent a further delay or even bus bunching from happening.

5.1.1

Bus Running Speed Management

One of the challenges of the bus running speed control is the bus cruising environment. Without a
proper bus running environment, the benefits of any bus running speed control will be reduced. Imagining
the situation of the traffic congestion, there is a rare chance for a congested bus to change their speed
or improve its service reliability. Dedicated lane enables to protect the bus travelling process from being
interrupted by other traffic on the road. This traffic isolated method helps to maintain the bus mobility
and, from the passenger view, stable the running speed and time to correspond to the scheduled timetable.
Dedicated lane also increases the road accessibility for public transit, which can be used in the city area
with enough roadways for a dedicated lane.
The travel speed management based on a dedicated lane is applied by changing the mean bus running
speed according to the scheduled running speed since the specific bus travelling speed is generated
following Poisson distribution. For each link, the current average bus travel speed can be found based
on historical data. The links that will be replaced by a dedicated lane has been selected regarding the
number of bus bunching analysed from the result of simulation for the initial scenario. According to the
initial scenario result, the link with a large number of bus bunching is collected for applying a dedicated
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line. In this modelling, this will be satisfied by increasing its mean bus running speed and influence of
the dedicated lane is the change in bus arriving time shown as the equation below:
xi
Abr ,i = Dbr ,i−1 +
v
(
Vi ,
dedicated lane
v=
vbr ,i , normal lane
Vi =

xi
Ti

(5.1)
(5.2)
(5.3)

for br = 1, ..., KBr , i = 1, ..., KI , where Ti is the scheduled bus running time.

5.1.2

Pre-planned Stop-skipping

Another practical control method that focuses on the planning-level is pre-planned stop-skipping which
is similar to an express service proposed previously. In this research, the stop-skipping applied bus trip is
called the limited-stop service. Based on historical information, some of the stops have less boarding and
alighting demand. By selecting the specific bus trips and replace them by limited-stop service, the bus
total travel time can be reduced by the total dwelling time decrease. This is a handy method in order to
balance the travel supply because is it not necessary to redesign the bus network or timetable. For the
benefits of passengers who have a destination belongs to the skipped-stop, each limited-stop service will
be followed by a normal service that stops at every stop to satisfy the travel need at low demand stops:
Pbdr ,j (t) = Pbdr ,j (t − 1) + αbr ,i (t)βbr ,j δbr ,i Nbbr ,i,j − γbr ,j (t)Nbar ,j

(5.4)

s
s
Pi,j
(t) = Pi,j
(t − 1) + λi,j ∆t − αbr ,i (t)βbr ,j δbr ,i Nbbr ,i,j

(5.5)

Binary State
(
0, if the bus trip br is the limited-stop service and stop i is the low demand stop
δbr ,i (t) =
1, if the bus trip br is not the limited-stop service

(5.6)

for br = 1, ..., KBr , i = 1, ..., KI , this binary event describes that only limited-stop service will skip the
low demand stops so that the passengers who wait at those stops have to board on the next available bus
to their destination.

5.1.3

Real-time Boarding Restrict

This research also considers a headway-triggered real-time boarding restrict control to prevent buses
from bunching. This is a real-time control approach require a judgement of the bus driver. As a remedial
control method, if the headway between two buses at a stop is less than a boundary headway time
due to a delay, the delayed bus will restrict boarding from the next stop until the headway is larger
than the boundary headway and the trajectories for this delayed bus go back to the normal. At the
boarding-restrict stops, passenger alighting is allowed for the benefit of the in-vehicle passengers, while
no one will board on this bus because only in this way, for the rest of the stops, the number of alighting
will be decreased and the bus dwelling time can be saved in order to reduce the on-road delay.
Pbdr ,j (t) = Pbdr ,j (t − 1) + αbr ,i (t)βbr ,j br ,i Nbbr ,i,j − γbr ,j (t)Nbar ,j

(5.7)

s
s
Pi,j
(t) = Pi,j
(t − 1) + λi,j ∆t − αbr ,i (t)βbr ,j br ,i Nbbr ,i,j

(5.8)

tdbr ,i

Z
= br ,i

(Nbbr ,i tb , Nbar ,i ta )

(5.9)

A new binary event is introduced to determine whether the boarding restrict should be applied:
(
0, hbr ,i 6 ζHbr ,i
br ,i =
(5.10)
1, otherwise
for br = 1, ..., KBr , i = 1, ..., KI , where hbr ,i is the real-time headway and Hbr ,i is the scheduled headway
which equals to the initial departure interval time.
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5.2

Bus Running Speed Management Control Performance

Bus running speed management aims to improve the bus travelling condition by replacing unreliable
links with a dedicated lane. Each link (between the stop i − 1 and i) has a number of bunches that equals
the number of bunches at its downstream stop ( refers to the stop i) counted based on the result of the
simulation with the initial scenario. The bunching quantity of each link is used to determine whether
this link is an unreliable link, and as for the unreliable link, it will be replaced by a dedicated lane in the
further simulation for testing the control performance.
The Table 5.1 below demonstrates the different length of links that is replaced by the dedicated lane.
Taking the second row of data from the Table as an example, it means that there are 3 links that has
a bunches quantity of more than 27 and the total length of three links is 0.82 (km). In the following
simulation, this three links will be replaced by dedicated lane to improve its accessibility for buses.
Table 5.1: Dedicated Lane Selection Plan

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Number of
links

Length of
Links (km)

Number of
Bus Bunching

Initial
Scenario
3
7
9
14
18
21
23
27
33

Initial
Scenario
0.82
1.59
1.74
3.14
4.59
5.39
6.23
7.20
9.44

Nah
27
22
20
18
17
16
15
14
13

According to the dedicated lane selection plan, the control performance, as shown in Figure 5.1
below, indicates the availability in utilizing the dedicated lane. Although there is a slight fluctuation in
the number of bunches for the fifth and sixth scenario, in general, the number of bus bunching is reduced
after replacing the unreliable links by dedicated lanes, especially when compare the result between the
initial scenario. With more links that is replaced by a dedicated lane, bus bunching problem due to traffic
environment can be solved at least at this links. Therefore, the number of bunches is less after bus is
offered a better running condition.

Figure 5.1: Performance of Bus Running Speed Management in Number of Bus Bunching
A similar pattern is shown in the Figure 5.2 below, which illustrates the control performance in
passenger travelling efficiency. This figure includes the simulation result of the second, fifth and eighth
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scenario based on the above Table 5.1. The aim of selecting these three as typical examples is to show
the performance clearly. In this research, passenger travelling efficiency and the control performance
are indicated by passenger’s mean in-vehicle time, waiting time and total travelling time as well as the
standard deviation of those three.
Each part of the control performance shares the same decline tendency comparing with the result of
the uncontrol scenario. It is reasonable that this control can provide with a positive result in reducing
passenger in-vehicle time because the main purpose of the dedicated lane application is to increase and
stable (by reducing the standard deviation) the bus running speed. Since the improvement is first applied
to the links with the largest number of bunches, the success of the control is the most obvious whilst for
the rest of the scenarios, the control performance is relatively less visible.

Figure 5.2: Performance of Bus Running Speed Management in Passenger Travelling Time

5.3

Pre-planned Stop Skipping Control Performance

For the simulation with pre-planned stop-skipping control, the effect of bunching mitigation is less
superior than travel speed management as depicted in Figures. However, this simply pre-planning-level
control is practical for the bus service agent which can be used before the updated network planning.
By applying pre-planned stop-skipping control in a different frequency, the result of the number of bus
bunching illustrates a tendency. As for the application frequency, it refers to the number of limited-stop
services between normal services. A higher frequent stop-skipping control is suitable for the route with
highly uneven demand among stops and in this way, the total bus travel time and passenger waiting time
can be saved, as illustrated in the Figure 5.3. With more limited-stop services added between normal
services, the number of bus bunches is reduced.
While this figure also depicts an important phenomenon that the number of bunching tends to reach
a bottom when the limited-stop service is applied on every fourth trip. This result persuades us to
sophisticatedly consider both the road condition and the interaction between buses before replacing with
limited-stop services in order to reach the maximum benefit.
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Figure 5.3: Performance of Pre-planned Stop Skipping Control in Number of Bus Bunching
As given in Figure 5.4, it is visible that the benefits in decreasing bus and passenger travel time
increase sharply after pre-planned stop-skipping control applying while the performance is lessened with
an increasingly larger frequency. Comparing with the result when applying speed management, the
pre-planned stop skipping can better control the bus and passenger’s travel effectiveness. The travel
efficiency shows a declining tendency regardless of this frequency unlike the result regarding the number
of bus bunching. From this figure, only the mean passenger waiting time increases slightly because of
the larger interval time between limited-stop services, which indicates that the mean waiting time largely
depends on the bus headway. On this occasion, more frequently express services, less mean waiting time.

Figure 5.4: Performance of Pre-planned Stop Skipping Control in Passenger Travelling Time

5.4

Real-time Boarding Restrict Control Performance

Many causes result in bus bunching, in this research, we considered the buses close due to the delay
of the previous bus. If the real-time headway h is less than a rate of its initial headway h1, the real-time
boarding restrict control will be triggered. This is a remedy method to protect buses from bunching,
thus, the number of bunching is reduced, as shown in Figure 5.5. The rate of the initial headway is the
boundary of boarding restrict application. With a decreasingly rate of the initial headway, the boarding
restrict applying is more sensitive and frequent which means more boarding restrict will be triggered to
prevent bus bunching from occurring.
However, the performance of bunching mitigation fails to be proportional to the control applying
boundary all the time, as shown by the result when the constraint rate is 5/4. The advantage can reduce
unless the control applying boundary is well selected.
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Figure 5.5: Performance of Real-time Boarding Restrict Control in Number of Bus Bunching
However, this control will impact the passenger benefit in increasing their total travel time, as
summarised in Figure 5.6. The interesting finding from this figure is that the passenger mean waiting
time seems to be less influenced, while the mean passenger in-vehicle time is extended. This possibly
because that the benefit from the passenger who takes the advantage of the boarding restrict control
outweigh the impairment.

Figure 5.6: Performance of Real-time Boarding Restrict Control in Passenger Travelling Time
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Chapter 6

Conclusion
6.1

Summary

Bus bunching is a common issue about bus service unreliability in big cities like Sydney. Based on
the historical AVL data of the Sydney city bus, the bus bunching distribution is obtained to describe the
real-picture of bus service in Sydney. The results of the field data analysis prove that the bus service
is more unreliable during peak hours, especially for the buses with the outbound direction in afternoon
peak hours. In addition, buses are more likely to be bunched at shared stops between several bus routes.
The high possibility in bus bunching occurrence also indicates that the interaction between buses and
the vehicle density at stops influences the bus service reliability.
There are many reasons for this large number of bunches during the bus service process, which can
be separated into two main processes: bus running and bus dwelling. Bus running process indicates the
period of time from bus departing from a stop until arriving at the next stop. There is no passenger
boarding or alighting, thus, the bus cruising speed is the main factor during this process. Unstable bus
cruising speed due to traffic condition influences the bus running time and also the passenger total travel
time. This impact can be prevented by planning-level control strategy such as dedicated lane application.
By reducing the traffic disturbance on a dedicated lane, the bus service can be provided with a stable
environment that can be less influenced by peak hour or high-demand areas. While the factor like the
number of boarding and alighting would impact the bus dwelling time. During the bus dwell process,
passenger number is the main influence factor, therefore, the approaches such as pre-planned limited-stop
service and real-time boarding restrict enable to reduce the bus total travel time.
First control approach is the bus running speed management. Since the disturbance coming from
the traffic flow result from other traffic modes, the bus running speed tend to be unstable unless the
bus can be isolated in the commercial serving. Dedicated lane is proposed to protect the bus service
from impacting by other traffic modes. To increase the bus running speed, in this research, some of the
links with a large number of bunches have been selected as the unreliable link and are replaced by the
dedicated lane. In this way, the mean bus running speed can be simply increased effectively. Pre-planned
stop-skipping is a plan-level control method proposed as the second approach. Replacing some of the
bus trips by limited-stop service not only extends the bus cruising process but also decreases the bus
total dwelling time to reduce the bus total running time. The pre-planned control method is easier in
practice from the view of a bus agency. For the commercial buses, real-time boarding restricts, as our
third control method, aims to protect buses from being bunched in real-time. If two buses on the road are
getting close to each other, this control is triggered to increase the bus headway and avoid bus bunching.
A relationship between boarding restrict applying and bus headway is determined in this research.
In order to examine the control strategies, a simulation tool following the discrete event modelling
with the assumption of the passenger arriving and alighting rate, passenger boarding and alighting time
and bus running speed has been built. This model has also considered the buses interaction at the shared
stops and influence of the random passenger boarding and alighting time as well as the bus running
speed. Extensive numerical experiments have been carried out to estimate the model performance and
control result. All three control approaches shown to have a superior ability in bus bunching mitigation.
Both speed management and pre-planned stop-skipping work well in minimising the passenger travel time
while the real-time control is good at retaining a lower mean passenger waiting time.
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6.2

Future Work

The simulation model developed in this research is practical and valuable that can be applied by
another bus line if the background details are accessible for investigating the other bus system. This
research aims to reveal the real picture of city bus reliability in Sydney, thus a focus on 10 top serious bus
line in Sydney has been considered. Some of the assumptions have been made in order to emphasise the
main influence factors in this sphere while there are also some potential effects that should be considered.
It appears to be the job of the future work which can include the extension of the simulation and the bus
bunching control methods as mentioned below.
In this research, the influence of bus interaction on the number of bunches has been found by an
analysis regarding bus bunching distribution based on different bus number. The distribution result has
shown that some of the bus lines with shared routes have a significant number of bunching while others
with an isolated bus route have few or even no bus bunching. One of the possible reason for this result
has been proposed, in this research, as the interaction between buses due to the limited space and the
bus network. In the future, the detailed analysis of the influence factors between the shared-routes bus
line and bus bunching will be scrutinised. The limited stop space can hardly fit for several buses stopping
for passenger boarding and deboarding at the same time, therefore, bunched buses (same bus route or
different bus routes) have to wait in line for dwelling at a stop. For the buses that stop far from the bus
stop, they have to wait for passenger walking for boarding or they have to stop twice for boarding, this
bus waiting and dwelling delay even increase the bus total travel time. A better approach to lessen the
bus dwell time at the limited space stop will be proposed in the future.
The bus system modelling in this research has considered the signal, road situation, traffic flow and
other influence factors by historical data. A large number of historical AVL data for a long period of
time comprehensively eliminates the impact of occasional error and shows the general picture of the bus
running process in Sydney. However, the influence of the high-frequency signal control on the city road
is significant since it reduces the mean running time and increase the total dwelling time. The detailed
study concerning the effect of signal control has been unconsidered in this research and future work will
focus on the microsimulation in considering it. Additionally, the road condition such as a bottleneck area
should also be taken into account. Such places like the bridge, ramp, tunnels or road construction area
with low traffic capacity decrease the bus mean running speed and affect the bus travelling effect. More
detailed study about the influence of corridor areas should be investigated in the future.
Due to the lack of historical passenger demand data, this research has simulated the number of arriving
and boarding passenger by the random number following a specific distribution based on the previous
study. The amount of arrival passenger is related to the mean passenger waiting time and the number of
boarding passenger directly influence the bus dwelling time. In this way, the simulation of the demand
significantly affects the outcome and performance of the modelling. In the future, this relaxed assumptions
can be replaced by the smart card data or the result of field survey which will describe the passenger
arriving and boarding rate more accuracy. Moreover, passenger charactoeristic can be considered in order
to simulate an accurate boarding and alighting process, since different kind of passenger influences its
moving behaviour. As for the boarding and alighting time per passenger, this research has considered the
random number generated based on the triangular distribution according to the previous literature which
has been analysed based on the situation in another city. In the future, with the assist of a field survey
on-site or in-vehicle CCTV, individual passenger boarding and alighting time field data will improve the
simulation accuracy and better simulate the bus dwelling process.
In this research, bus bunching counting has been triggered by a short headway as 1 (min) according
to the previous literature without a detailed analysis. This boundary influence the number of bunches
counted thus determines the status of the bus service reliability. Also, the trigger of real-time
boarding restrict control is determined by real-time headway. Though several experiments regarding
the determination of boarding restrict control application trigger, it is necessary to continue with more
test until finding the best trigger of control. Bus bunching in the real world is the consequence of
service unreliability resulted by many factors. As a remedy method, it is essential to effectively prevent
buses from bunching in a short time. The real-time boarding restrict control proposed in this research
has considered the situation when a bus running delay (according to the difference between real-time
headway and scheduled headway) instead of ahead the schedule since bus ahead situation is very rare in
Sydney. Headway oriented control trigger highly rely on the real-time AVL data with the disadvantage
of transmission delay which should be recognised in the future. This research has provided a superior
modelling method to simulate the real bus service system, future work will concentrate on proposing the
comprehensive control methods in mitigating bus bunching in cities.
The unreliable link selected in Chapter 5 of this research has depended on the number of bunches at
the downstream stop instead of links in order to simplify the counting process. Future work will separate
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the number of bunching according to different links so that we can figure out the origin stop or link
that has bunching and manage to mitigate the bus bunching at the very beginning. The benefits of
dedicated lane applying have been considered as mean running speed improvement while more detailed
analysis regarding dedicated lane should be arranged in the future work. The present network design and
scheduled timetable used in Sydney has been assumed to be extremely reliable and effective so that our
control methods have been proposed to increase the adherence between scheduled timetable. To reduce
the workload of network design, this research has suggested the pre-planned limited stop service control
to improve the bus service effect. In the future, the assumption regarding timetable and network can
also be further researched.
This research has focused on addressing a very common problem among urban bus services by
proposing three problem control strategies. However, for each control method, the most beneficial level
of control is still unrevealed in this research. Such qualification work needs to be considered based on
a certain circumstance. Take our first control approach, bus speed management, as an example, the
length of the dedicated land and the planning bus cruising speed should be designed taking geometry
and physical conditions into account. Pre-planned stop skilling needs to consider the real-time demand
as well as the ability of bus services spread across the crew and vehicle situation. In future work, such
qualification of the control can be dug so that it will be more clear to show the performance in bus
bunching avoidance and maintenance of travel time within an acceptable range.
With the development of technology, new traffic mode such as automatic vehicles can significantly
influence the bus service. Controlled by a computer, the bus commercial process will be as stable as a
train or metro so that the bus bunching problem may be eliminated. New public transport mode like
on-demand shuttle as a special express bus service can balance the travel demand between stops for
normal bus services. This may reduce the possibility of extra demand which can affect the bus dwelling
process. Future work should consider those new challenges to comprehensively mitigate the number of
bus bunching and improve the bus service reliability.
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